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LiveBoard is a free interactive panel that lets you design, visualize your 

ideas, collaborate, and chat with your students or colleagues in real time! 

This collaborative program offers among other things: practical design tools, 

multiple interactive tables, live collaboration and chat. 

 

LIVEBOARD CHARACTERISTICS 

 ✔ Collaboration in real time with an interactive table 

 ✔ Instant messaging - in built-in mode without having to change the application 

 ✔ Realtime design and table sharing with an unlimited number of participants over 

the internet 

 ✔ Unlimited number of tables to draw 

 ✔ Share your creations through social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Skype, 

Google+, Viber) and email 

 ✔ Save your plans from the table in your device's collection 

 ✔ Take a picture or upload pictures from the device 

 

✔Brushes in various colors and erasers 

 ✔ Unlimited Undos and Redos in your footsteps 

 ✔ Text tool to add notes and descriptions 

 ✔ Basic geometric shapes to enter into your drawings 

 ✔ Full access control - control who can make changes 



 ✔ Completely FREE use 

 

 

If you have an interactive table, you can use the Liveboard Web version 

(https://liveboard.online/ to design in the interactive table and your students interact 

with their tablets at the same time. 

Create a new table 

 

In the following way we can create a new table and plan on it. This list will not 
be available to anyone but us. This way you can prepare a table before 
presenting it to your students. Open the app and select Boards from the 
menu at the bottom Then press the + button and select Create Board 

Creating a collaborative 

 
 

Click the Share button, name your table, and then note the code that appears. Press 

YES to start sharing 

 

You will now find your board in Sessions and will be labeled LIVE 

 Under Users, you can give or remove the drawing capability to the connected users 

in your table. 

To re-use a shared table, you need to copy it from Sessions to boards 
 

Join a live table 

 
Open the application and press + and select Join Session  
Fill in the code of the shared table and that’s it. 
 

https://liveboard.online/

